
Music Whole-School Overview - 2021-2022

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Nursery Song based learning across all subjects to support understanding.

Reception Song based learning across all subjects to support understanding.

Year 1 Bring the noise

● Know how to use and perform using

percussion instruments correctly.

● Perform repeated patterns confidently.

● Begin to focus on maintaining a steady

pulse

● Explore composing simple repeated

patterns.

● Begin to explore improvisation

Exploring sounds

● Identify different ways sounds can be

made and changed

● Use and choose sounds confidently in

response to a stimulus

● Begin to focus their listening

● Recognise and control how sounds can be

made louder, quieter, faster and slower

● Carefully choose sounds and instruments

● Suggest how instruments can be used

and played

Animal Planet

(links with Geography)

● Sing a new song; add sound

effects to a story

● Explore the sounds of

instruments and develop an

appreciation of music, in terms of

pitch, duration, tempo, dynamics

and timbre

● Compose their own music to

represent their chosen animal.

Year 2 Great fire of London

(links with History)

▪ Sing a new song.

▪ Perform the appropriate Makaton to

accompany lyrics.

▪ Explore the sounds of instruments and

develop an appreciation of music, in

terms of pitch, duration, tempo,

dynamics and timbre.

▪ Perform to a live audience.

Short ride in a fast machine

(links with History)

● Develop understanding of ostinatos

● Develop ability to perform as ensemble

maintaining a steady pulse

● Listen to an orchestral piece of music

● Discuss the effects of certain musical

features

● Consider how musical features help

describe on object

● Replicate said musical features

● Compose using musical features

discussed and explored

● Explore tuned percussion

● Perform to a live audience

World Music

(links with Geography)

▪ Develop their listening and

singing skills. Through learning

various songs from different

countries/cultures

Africa – Ireland - Jamaica

▪ Explore the sounds of

instruments and develop an

appreciation of music, in terms of

pitch, duration, tempo, dynamics

and timbre

▪ Explored instruments from other

countries

▪ Develop their understanding of

different styles and genres of

music and where they came from.

▪ Developing their understanding

of the role of music in different

cultures and societies.
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Year 3 Rainforests

(links to Geography)

▪ Develop their listening, composing and

performance skills.

▪ Identify musical elements - developing

vocabulary from loud and quiet to

crescendo and diminuendo.

▪ Explore and discover sound makers in a

specific environment (including one's

own body and voice)

▪ Experience and explore a wealth of

creative outcomes including soundscapes

- graphic scores

▪ Perform and compose in line with a

particular theme.

Chocolate

(links to History)

● Use and understand staff and other

musical notations

● Compose music for a range of purposes

using the inter-related dimensions of

music

● Explore the sounds of instruments and

develop an appreciation of music, in

terms of pitch, duration, tempo,

dynamics and timbre.

● Perform in solo or ensemble contexts,

using their voices and playing musical

instruments with increasing accuracy,

fluency, control and expression.

● Perform to a live audience.

Painting with sounds

▪ Perform and analyse expressive

compositions.

▪ Extend their sound vocabulary.

▪ Understand how sounds are made

on different instruments.

▪ Use different sounds

expressively.

▪ Explore the sounds of

instruments and develop an

appreciation of music, in terms of

pitch, duration, tempo, dynamics

and timbre.

▪ Perform to a live audience

Year 4 Medieval Music

(links to History)

▪ develop ability to extend their sound

vocabulary

▪ develop compositional skills through

basic notation and chant

▪ composed in a medieval secular style

using rhythmic modes and Dorian mode

scale

▪ explore different examples of medieval

music

▪ make expressive use of vocals while

exploring plainsong

Music for Ancient Egyptians

(links with History)

▪ continue to develop compositional skills

through written notation

▪ develop rhythmic material.

▪ play tuned and untuned percussion

instruments with control and rhythmic

accuracy.

▪ organise musical ideas within musical

structures.

▪ practise, rehearse and present

performances.

Jazz

Children will:

● learn more about jazz

● explore the background of jazz

● listen to different composers and

performers

● explore improvisation, walking

bass line and head riff

● attempt to improvise

● make their own jazz music.
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▪ create and structure compositions in

groups and perform.

Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts,

using their voices and playing musical

instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency,

control and expression.

Year 5 Get creative with classical music

(links with Shakespeare Tempest & The Giants

necklace)

Children explore various classical composers

ranging from the 18th century to modern day.

● Anna Meredith

● Benjamin Britten

● Modest Mussorgsky

● Edvard Greig

● George Frederick Handel

5 lessons will look at each composer in detail and

a particular piece of music that they composed.

Range of activities including:

● Group ‘canon’ performances

● Creating tone poems - words to music

● Creating graphic scores

● Body percussion

● Composing for certain mood or scene

Journey through space

(linked to Science)

▪ develop ability to extend their sound

vocabulary

▪ develop compositional skills through

soundscapes

▪ explore a wide range of sound sources

▪ make expressive use of vocal and

instrumental possibilities

▪ create and structure compositions in

groups and perform.

▪ explore pre set sounds on keyboards.

▪ Demonstrate imagination and confidence

in using sound.

Music from America - The Blues

▪ discover the history of blues

music

▪ develop musical keyword

vocabulary

▪ develop compositional skills

through improvisation

▪ explore 12 bar blues structure

▪ apply walking bass line to 12 bar

blues frame

▪ make expressive use of vocal and

instrumental possibilities

▪ explore blues song lyrics and

themes - writing their own

▪ create and structure

compositions in groups and

perform.

Year 6 Music from Far East

(links to Geography)

In this topic the pupils will be exploring music

from Far Eastern countries including: China,

Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Japan, Philippines,

Indonesia (Bali/Java) and Polynesia. They will

listen and watch videos of music from all of

these countries, discuss their sounds and

characteristics, learn the names of some of the

instruments used and develop their listening

skills.

World War II

(links to History)

▪ Develop their listening, singing and

performance skills.

▪ Make a strong connection with the

people who lived through the privations

and exacting demands of this period.

▪ Experience and explore a wealth of

creative outcomes.

▪ Perform and compose in line with a

particular theme

Leavers performance prep
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Learning Outcomes: the children will be able to:

▪ Develop their listening, singing and

performance skills.

▪ Make cross curricular links in Geography.

▪ Discuss and discover other cultures.

▪ Compose music for a moving image,

▪ Explore Far Eastern music with a focus

on the pentatonic scale.

▪ Experience and explore a wealth of

creative outcomes.

▪ Perform and compose in line with a

particular theme.

▪ Create Chinese dragons and making

music for a puppet show. This allows

children to look outside the box of their

western world.

Chn will also learn about the importance of the

pentatonic scale in Chinese music. They will be

given the opportunity to learn to play a

traditional piece of Chinese music (Jasmine

Flower) on tuned percussion and keyboards and

will also be set the task of composing their own

piece of music using the pentatonic scale.


